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RE: Artist seeking employment 
 
To whom it may concern: 
 
I would like to give you a brief overview of my skills and experience. I am very 
passionate about  game development and have dedicated to the pursuit of a 
career in the industry. I am very confident that I could become an asset to any 
team, simply because I would enjoy it and I would relish any opportunity to work 
professionally. 
 
 
� Educated in 3D software such as Softimage XSI.  
� Strong grasp of Photoshop and digital art. 
� Well practiced in traditional mediums such as live illustration, drafting and 

design. 
� Great with people, contagious enthusiasm. 
� Huge passion for games and entertainment 
� Dedicated gamer 
 
 
 
My enclosed resume will give you a better understanding of my background and 
skills. Please feel free to call at any time to discuss the requirements of this 
position. 
 
 
Sincerely 
 
James M.L Kirkland. 
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Getaway Graphics ( temp)  
   A small independent web design studio that produced 3D assets, web pages, 
layouts and other graphics.  
  
� 3D modeling and rendering 
� Graphic layout / design with Illustrator 
� Photoshop painting and illustration 
 
Center for Arts and Technology  (commission based) - Instructor 
   Guest instructor specializing in Photoshop art, Life drawing and concept art. I 
teach what information I know about the industry based off my freelance 
experience and knowledge of the software.   
 
� Digital boot camp instructor for Photoshop and 3D modeling 
� Guest instructor for Concept art  directed toward ground floor designs with 

characters and environments 
 
  Anidraw Animation.  
Directed by Larry Merserau. Animation/ design Instructor 
    A studio founded by animation veteran Larry Mersereau, dedicated to the 
instruction and practice of animation in various types.  Directed towards inspired 
youth/ troubled teens. 
 
� Traditional animation / character design 
� Caricature artist. 
� Stop motion animation  
 
 
Gradual Upgrade Productions 
owned and directed by Travis Grant 
   Dedicated to short films, music video's and other related media.  I have 
provided quality services to the studio such as concept/ storyboarding, character/ 
costume design, choreography, stunts and training actors. 
 
� Concept designer / Storyboarding for the music video  “Evolver”  composed 

by the Arkatechs.   Designs were made to pass on to a 3D artist for 
production. 

� Character / Costume design for the short film “Timeman”.  



 

 

 
 
Freelance/ commission clients 
 
� Martin Beaulieu - Cover illustration for his published novel “the lost 

tribe”. 
� Polluck’s Taekwondo - Logo/ Brand design for merchandise and 

marketing. 
� T.G Roy’s Teakwood & After School Program -  Designs for 

summer camp advertisements, merchandise and promotions. 
 
 Refferences are available upon request 


